LANCASHIRE CAT CLUB SHOW 2TH MARCH 2016
JUDGE – HELEN MARRIOTT-POWER
A very busy but enjoyable day at the Lancashire Cat Club Show. Many thanks to Chris and Janet for the
invitation to judge and to the club for their hospitality. Also a big thank you to Jonathan Emery for driving
up especially to steward for me, I look forward to the next time.

ACBRITISH/SELKIRK REX GRAND CHAMPION MALE
1 IGCC FIGGINS'S GR CH HYSSOPUSS HERCULES BRI a M 24.2.14
Impressive looking two years old boy. Broad had has full cheeks and jowls to a round face with good
breadth to rounded top of head of good width between medium sized ears well set and rounded at the
tips. In profile rounded brow, medium nose break and short, straight, broad nose. Level bite but slightly
shallow chin. Deep orange coloured eyes set wide apart, I would just prefer them a trifle larger for
perfection. Huge, strong, cobby, weighty body with a level back, low on legs and with a full, broad, deep
chest. Proportionate, strong, well boned legs and large, rounded paws. Good medium length tail is
thicker at base and rounded at tip. Fairly short, excellent dense coat just the soft side of crisp in texture.
Blue British of pale to medium blue, nice and even. Handled well until he took exception to the behaviour
of the cat in the next pen.
RIGCC DARLING'S GR CH TEMPESTA TITANIUM BRI ns 22 M 4.6.12
Three and a half years old boy with good overall balance, very good size and weight with good muscle
tone. Head has full cheeks to a round face when viewed from the front with good breadth to skull and
rounded top of head. Medium sized ears set low with an emphasized forward tilt. In profile slight
flattening to forehead, rounding off at brow, medium nose break, nose a bit long but straight. Level bite
but slightly shallow chin. Round eyes set wide apart, pale green in colour. Cobby body with a level back,
low on legs and with a broad chest, well boned legs and large, rounded paws. Medium length tail is
thicker at base and rounded at tip. Fairly short, dense coat with a fairly crisp texture. Black Silver Tabby
British with a bold black classic pattern against a bright silver ground colour, slight tarnishing to muzzle
and front paws. Nice natured.

ACBRITISH/SELKIRK REX GRAND CHAMPION FEMALE
1 IGCC FISHER'S GR CH XZIBIT ELECTRA BRI a F 13.3.12
Four years old lady of very good size and weight with good muscle tone. Nice head of a round face with
full cheeks, very good breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between medium sized
ears set far apart to follow the outer contours of the head, rounded at the tips. Pleasing profile line with
rounded brow, medium nose break and short, straight, broad nose. Level bite and fair depth, level chin.
Deep orange eyes, large and well open and set wide apart. Cobby body with a short level back, low on
legs with a well rounded chest, short, well boned legs and rounded paws. Medium length tail is thicker at
base and rounded at tip. Coat is a trifle long, could be a bit denser but fairly crisp in texture. Blue British
of medium blue which pales slightly at roots. Lovely temperament.
RIGCC WALSH'S GR CH LOUREWZ MISS GUCCI BRI ns 24 F 16.2.11
Five plus years old lady of good size and weight with a firm feel. Head has good cheeks to a round face
when viewed from the front with good breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between
medium sized ears set far apart to follow the outer contours of the head, rounded at the tips. In profile
rounded brow, medium nose break and fairly short, straight nose. Level bite and fair depth chin. Green,
well open eyes set well apart. Compact body of medium build with a level back, low on legs and with
good breadth chest. Short, proportionate boned legs and rounded paws. Medium length tail is thicker at
base and rounded at tip. Coat is a trifle long, fairly dense and with a fairly crisp texture. Black Silver
Spotted British of bright silver ground colour with black spotting paling slightly around body. Some
downward linkage back from shoulders. Clear facial markings. Shy but gentle nature.

ACBRITISH/SELKIRK REX GRAND PREMIER MALE
1 IGPC GRIFFITHS'S GR PR CADFAEL CURIOUS GEORGE BRI d MN 2.6.07
Good overall balance to this eight plus years old boy of very good size and weight with good muscle
tone. Round face when viewed from the front with full cheeks and good breadth to skull and rounded top
of head of good width between medium sized ears set far apart following the outer contours of the head,
rounded at tips. In profile rounded brow, medium nose break, nose a bit long but straight. Level bite and
fair depth chin. Large and well open eyes set wide apart, orange in colour. Short neck to cobby body
with a level back and with a full, broad, deep chest. Proportionate length, strong legs and large, rounded
paws. Good length tail is thicker at base and rounded at tip. Fairly short, dense coat with a crisp
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texture. Red Self British of really bright red, pales slightly at roots and showing some tabby markings.
Nice natured.
RIGPC SIMPSON'S GR PR ALTHALUS RED ASTAIRE BRI d 03 33 MN 24.4.14
Two years old boy of good size and weight with good muscle tone. Head has full cheeks to a round face
with good breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between the ears just held a trifle
upright, fairly small in size and rounded at the tips. Good profile with rounded brow, medium nose break
and fairly short, straight nose. Level bite and fair depth chin. Large and well open eyes set wide apart,
pale blue in colour. Medium build to body with a level back and good breadth chest. Short, well boned
legs and rounded paws. Longish tail is thicker at base and rounded at tip. Fairly short and dense coat
with a fairly crisp texture. Red Colourpointed and White British of pale red body colour with slightly
deeper red points of mask, ears and tail, faint rings on tail. White to lower face, underbody, legs and
paws.

ACBRITISH/SELKIRK REX GRAND PREMIER FEMALE
1 IGPC ROBINSON'S CH&GRPR PENNYDOWN WHATAGEM BRI ns 12 FN 3.6.05
Rather smart ten plus years old lady of good size and weight with good muscle tone. Nice head has full
cheeks to a round face with good breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between neat
ears set far apart to follow the outer contours of the head, small in size and rounded at the tips. In profile
rounded brow, medium nose break and short, straight nose. Level bite but slightly shallow chin. Large
and well open eyes set wide apart, green in colour with a nice black outline to rims. Compact body of
medium build with a level back, low on legs and with good breadth chest. Short, proportionate boned
legs and rounded paws. Good length tail is thicker at base and rounded at tip. Coat is a trifle long but
with some density and fairly crisp texture. Black Tipped British of pale silver undercoat with fairly even
black tipping, slightly more intense down back and top of tail. Nose leather outlined in black. Lovely
temperament.
RIGPC HIGAB'S GR PR ACOZNI FAIRYFLOSS SRL g FN 23.7.14
Blue-Cream Selkirk Rex Longhair girl of one and a half years of age. Round underlying bone structure to
broad, round head which has good full cheeks. Head is set on a short thick neck. Rounded forehead,
medium nose break and short, broad, straight nose but with a rather slight downward slant. Medium
width to good muzzle with well padded whisker pads. Level bite and fair depth chin. Largish ears, broad
at base and set well apart. Large, round, well open eyes set wide apart. Good size and weight to cobby
body with rectangular appearance from equally broad shoulders and rump. Well boned, longish legs and
rounded paws. Longish tail is thicker at base and has a rounded tip and with hint of curls to the fur.
Semi-longhair coat is thick and dense but would have benefited from a little more preparation to stand
out in loose individual curls with a soft, plush feel to them. Full ruff framing face. Nice natured.

AV ANY OTHER FOREIGN PREMIER
1 GPC CROSS'S PR BEXBENGALS MOCKINGJAY BEN n 24 MN 6.2.15
Well grown one year old boy. Medium body, long and muscular with medium length, well boned legs and
rounded paws. Long slightly tapering tail. Short to medium length coat, fairly dense, soft and luxurious
in texture. Brown Spotted Bengal of golden rufus ground colour with black and brown rosettes along
body. Black ‘M’ on face, pencil lines on cheeks and vertical streaks over head. Broken lines and spots
on legs, rings on tail and spots on tummy. Moderate wedge with rounded contours, I would prefer a little
more emphasis to cheek bones. In profile gentle curve from forehead to bridge of nose, slight concave
curve to nose then although straight to tip shallows in depth. Good muzzle, level bite but slightly shallow
chin. Good whisker pads. Medium sized ears follow the outer contours of the head, wide at base and
rounded at tips. Full, almond shaped, green eyes, large and correctly slanted towards the base of the
ear. Nice natured.

BROWN/BLUE TABBY MAINE COON ADULT MALE
1 CC & BOB BURGESS'S KASSARO WASHINGTON MCO n 03 22 M 25.4.15
Excellent presentation to this ten months old boy. Very good head is medium in length and of good
breadth being slightly less than the length, I would just like to see him develop a little more strength at
cheek bones. In profile shallow concave curve at the nasal bridge which is equidistant from the ear line
and the tip of the nose and with nose of uniform width. Tall, large ears, wide at base, set high but well
apart and tapering to appear pointed at tips with tall tufts and light feathering. Full and round shape to
bright golden coloured eyes, spaced wide apart and with slightly oblique aperture and set. Square,
strong muzzle with a firm chin and level bite. Well grown youngster still filling out and maturing his long
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body. Good muscle tone, square rump and good breadth to chest giving a rectangular appearance.
Proportionate length, well boned legs and large rounded paws with tufts emanating from under paws.
Lovely, long tail, wide at base and tapering towards the tip and with long profuse, flowing fur. Undercoat
with more substantial glossy top coat developing length, good texture. Good breeches and shaggy belly
fur, hint of frontal ruff. Brown Tabby and White Maine Coon of golden brown ground colour with a well
defined black classic pattern. White to chin, bib, chest, font paws, underbody and back legs and paws.
Nice natured.
2 BATE'S REDROSE OBERON MCO n 03 22 M 31.10.14
Sixteen months old boy with a medium length head of good breadth to the top but needs more at
cheek bones. In profile shallow concave curve at the nasal bridge then nose is a bit long and has a slight
bump. Large wide at base ears, set high but well apart and tapering to appear pointed at tips with tall
tufts and light feathering. Round shape to golden coloured eyes, spaced wide apart and with slightly
oblique aperture and set. Rounded rather than square muzzle with a fair depth chin and level bite. Long
body with good muscle tone, square rump and good breadth to chest with proportionate length, well
boned legs and large round paws with tufts emanating from under paws. Long tail, wide at base and
tapering towards the tip and with long full fur. Good undercoat with more substantial top coat still needing
to develop length and could have benefited from a little more preparation. Good breeches and shaggy
belly fur, hint of ruff. Brown Tabby and White Maine Coon of golden brown ground colour with a heavy
black classic pattern which is solid down the spine rather than parallel lines. White to chin, bib, front
paws, back legs and paws and part of the underbody. Nice natured.

BROWN/BLUE TABBY MAINE COON ADULT FEMALE
1 CC GREGSON'S JULESCOON KODEX-ECHO MCO n 22 F 15.5.15
Nine months old girl whose body has slightly outgrown her head for good balance at present. Head is
short to medium in length and of good breadth with fair cheek bones. In profile shallow concave curve at
the nasal bridge which is equidistant from the ear line and the tip of the nose and with nose of uniform
width. Large ears, wide at base, set high but well apart and tapering to appear pointed at tips with tufts
and feathering. Full and round shape to eyes, spaced wide apart and with slightly oblique aperture and
set, golden in colour and with a nice expression. Strong muzzle, level bite and strong chin. Good size
and weight for age to body with good muscle tone, square rump and good breadth to chest give a
rectangular appearance. Proportionate length, substantial legs and large round paws with tufts
emanating from under paws. Long full tail, wide at base and tapering towards the tip. Undercoat
developing with more substantial glossy top coat starting to show some length. Good breeches and
shaggy belly fur, some frontal ruff. Brown Tabby Maine Coon with good contrast between ground colour
and black pattern. Sweet natured.
2 McLEAN'S COONTIPS WINTER KISS MCO n 21 F 24.1.15
Thirteen months old girl of good size and weight. Rather long, narrow head needs more width across the
top and at cheek bones. In profile shallow concave curve at the nasal bridge. Tall, large ears, wide at
base, set high and tapering to appear pointed at tips with tufts and good feathering. Full and round
shape to green eyes, spaced wide apart and with slightly oblique aperture and set. Rounded rather than
square muzzle, fair depth chin and level bite. Long body with good muscle tone, square rump and good
breadth to chest giving a rectangular appearance. Proportionate length, well boned legs and large
rounded paws with tufts emanating from under paws. Long tail, wide at base and tapering towards the
tip and with long full fur. Good undercoat with more substantial glossy top coat of good texture. Full
breeches and shaggy belly fur, good frontal ruff. Brown Tabby Maine Coon of golden ground colour with
grey overtones. Rather heavy black classic pattern. Nice natured.

BROWN/BLUE TABBY MAINE COON NEUTER
BOB BURGESS'S UK OG IGPR KASSARO CISCOKID MCO n 03 22 MN 14.5.09
Lovely overall type to this nearly seven years old boy. Head is medium in length, broad with fairly full
cheeks and high cheek bones. In profile shallow concave curve at the nasal bridge which is equidistant
from the ear line and the tip of the nose and with nose of uniform width. Large ears with light feathering,
wide at base, set high but well apart and tapering to appear pointed at neatly tufted tips. Good size and
shape to pale green coloured eyes, spaced wide apart and with slightly oblique aperture and set. Broad,
square muzzle with level bite and fair depth chin. Large, long and solid body, muscular and with a square
rump and good breadth to chest giving a rectangular appearance. Proportionate length, strong, well
boned legs and large paws with tufts emanating from under paws. Tail is wide at base and tapering
towards the tip and with full, flowing fur but needs a fraction more length to balance body. Excellent
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presentation to full undercoat, fur shorter on head, neck and shoulders with good length down back and
flanks making a glossy top coat. Full breeches, shaggy belly fur and good frontal ruff. Brown Tabby and
White Maine Coon of golden brown ground colour with a slightly diffused black and deep brown classic
pattern, just solid down the spine. White to nose, chin, bib, centre of tummy, short front socks and odd
back boots. Super temperament.
1 PC COLLINS'S JULESCOON SNOWBOOTS MCO n 03 22 MN 20.11.14
Well presented fifteen months old boy. Nice head is medium in length and of good breadth being slightly
less than the length with fairly full cheeks and high cheek bones. In profile shallow concave curve at the
nasal bridge which is equidistant from the ear line and the tip of the nose and with nose of uniform width.
Lovely ears, tall and large, wide at base, set high but well apart and tapering to appear pointed at tips
with tufts and good feathering. Full and round shape to yellow eyes, spaced wide apart and with slightly
oblique aperture and set. Full muzzle with a fair depth chin and level bite. Large, long body with good
muscle tone, square rump and good breadth to chest give a rectangular appearance. Proportionate
length, substantial legs and large round paws with tufts emanating from under paws. Good tail, wide at
base and tapering towards the tip and with long profuse, flowing fur. Good undercoat with more
substantial glossy top coat developing. Full breeches and shaggy belly fur, hint of ruff. Brown Tabby and
White Maine Coon with white to inverted ‘V’ on face, chin, chest, front legs and paws and underbody.
Nice natured.
2 DAVIES'S ANGLEZARKE BLUE JASPER MCO a 03 22 MN 16.12.12
Three plus years old boy. Good head is medium in length and of good breadth being slightly less than
the length but I would prefer a touch more strength at cheek bones. In profile shallow concave curve at
the nasal bridge which is equidistant from the ear line and the tip of the nose and with nose of uniform
width. Large ears, wide at base, set high but well apart and tapering to appear pointed at tips with tufts
and long feathering. Full and round shape to golden coloured eyes, spaced wide apart and with slightly
oblique aperture and set. Good muzzle, good depth, level chin and level bite. Large, long body with good
muscle tone, square rump and good breadth to chest give a rectangular appearance. Proportionate
length, substantial legs and large rounded paws with tufts emanating from under paws. Long tail, wide at
base and tapering towards the tip and with long full fur. Coat could have benefitted from more
preparation but good undercoat with more substantial top coat of good length. Full breeches and shaggy
belly fur, nice frontal ruff. Blue Tabby and White Maine Coon of pale ground colour with a medium to
deeper blue classic pattern which is a bit solid down spine. White to chin, bib, front paws, part of
underbody and back socks. Nice natured.
3 TIMPERLEY'S ANGLEZARKE BULLSEYE MCO n 22 MN 23.5.15
Very well grown nine months old boy but body size has outgrown head at present for good balance.
Good head is medium in length and of good breadth being slightly less than the length but I would like a
little more strength to cheek bones. In profile shallow concave curve at the nasal bridge which is
equidistant from the ear line and the tip of the nose and with nose of uniform width. Very good tall, large
ears, wide at base, set high but well apart and tapering to appear pointed at tips with neat tufts and light
feathering. Full and round shape to golden coloured eyes, spaced wide apart and with slightly oblique
aperture and set. Square muzzle with a fair depth chin and level bite. Large, long body with good muscle
tone, square rump and good breadth to chest give a rectangular appearance. Proportionate length,
substantial legs and large round paws with tufts emanating from under paws. Very long tail, wide at
base and tapering towards the tip and with long profuse, flowing fur. Undercoat developing with more
substantial top coat starting to show some length. Some breeches and shaggy belly fur, hint of frontal
ruff. Brown Tabby Maine Coon of pale golden brown ground colour with a good black classic pattern.
Nice natured.

BROWN, BLUE, CHOCOLATE OR LILAC TABBY ADULT
1 CC & BOB CHANCE'S CHARMODEN SIMPLYCHEERY BRI n 22 F 5.5.15
Well balanced ten months old girl but not big for her age. Very nice type to head with full cheeks to a
round face with good breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between medium sized
ears set far apart to follow the outer contours of the head, rounded at the tips. In profile rounded brow,
medium nose break and short, straight, broad nose. Level bite and good depth, level chin. Large and
well open eyes set wide apart, orange in colour. Compact body with a level back, low on legs and with a
good breadth chest. Short, proportionate boned legs and rounded paws. Medium length tail is thicker at
base and rounded at tip. Short, dense coat with a fairly crisp texture. Brown Tabby British of golden
brown ground colour with grey overtones but good classic pattern. Nice natured.
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AC SELKIRK REX NEUTER MALE
1 PC Withheld MINSHALL'S ACOZNI LAFFY TAFFY SRS ns MN 23.7.14
Black Smoke Selkirk Rex Shorthair boy of one and a half years of age. Strong head type with round
underlying bone structure to broad, round head with full cheeks. Head is set on a longish neck.
Rounded forehead, definite rather than medium nose break but short, broad straight nose with a nice
downward slant. Medium width to muzzle with well padded whisker pads. Unfortunately, his bite is
undershot (confirmed by the Duty Vet) fair depth chin. Medium sized ears are broad at base and set well
apart. Large, round, well open eyes set wide apart. Long rather than cobby body but with shoulders and
rump of equal breadth. Well boned, long legs and rounded paws. Long, thick tail is rounded at tip and
slight wave to the fur. Good smoke effect to coat colour. Uniform length to soft coat which is fairly thick
and dense but I would prefer more evidence of curls. Fur sparse around lower neck. Nice natured.

AC SELKIRK REX NEUTER FEMALE
BOB HIGAB'S GR PR ACOZNI FAIRYFLOSS SRL g FN 23.7.14

SNOW SPOTTED BENGAL ADULT
1 CC & BOB BRADBURN'S SUNSHIMMER REMINISCENCE BEN n 24 33 F 18.5.15
Ten months old girl of good size and weight to medium body, long, sleek and muscular with medium
length legs and rounded paws. Medium length tail, thick and even, carried low and with a rounded, dark
tip. Short to medium length coat, fairly dense, soft and luxurious in texture. Blue-Eyed Snow Spotted
Bengal of creamy ground colour with brown spotting including some rosettes. Clear ‘M’ on face, pencil
lines on cheeks, chin straps and vertical streaks over head. Broken lines and lots of spots on legs, rings
on tail and spots on tummy. Broad, shortish wedge with rounded contours, high cheek bones and head
correctly small in proportion to body. In profile gentle curve from forehead to bridge of nose, slight
concave curve to nose then straight line to tip shallows slightly in depth. Large, broad nose with puffed
nose leather. Fairly broad muzzle, level bite but slightly shallow chin. Pronounced whisker pads. Medium
sized ears following the outer contours of the head, wide at base and rounded at tips. Almond shaped
eyes, large and correctly slanted towards the base of the ear, mid-blue in colour. Lovely temperament.

USUAL ABYSSINIAN KITTEN
1 & BOB HORNER'S SURFIN FIRA ABY n F 16.6.15
Excellent coat on this eight months old girl. Gently rounded contours to head which is gently rounded
from top of head to brow. Good, gently rounded width between the ears forming a moderate wedge
which tapers to a slightly rounded muzzle just a trifle fine for my preference. Good profile with slight nose
break then nose is straight to tip. Level bite but slightly shallow chin. Large, well cupped ears set wide
apart, pricked with furry inner edges and neat little tufts at tips. Outer line of the ear follows the outer
contours of the face. Large, expressive, hazel coloured eyes set well apart, full almond shape and
oriental in set. Nicely balanced and good size and weight for age to medium built body with a straight
back and rounded rib cage. Slender legs of proportionate length to body and small oval paws. Tail is
thicker at base, tapering gently to tip and of good length to balance body. Coat is short, fine, close lying
and dense in texture. Usual Abyssinian of bright apricot base colour with black ticking showing distinct
bands of colour. Pigmentation lines from eye to top of head and pencil lines on cheeks. Pale hair around
eyes and dark edge to eyelids. Apricot coloured ears with darker tone at tips. Apricot chin. Black ticking
colour extending down spine and tail to a black tip and up the hocks. Sweet natured.

SNOW SPOTTED BENGAL KITTEN
1 & BOB WILLIAMS'S TOBYSDEN KODIAK BEN n 24 33 M 7.10.15
Good size and weight to this five months old boy. Medium body with medium length, well boned legs and
large rounded paws. Medium length tail with a rounded, dark tip. Short to medium length coat, fairly
dense, soft and luxurious in texture. Blue-Eyed Snow Spotted Bengal of ivory base colour with pale
brown spotting, definition still developing. ‘M’ on face, pencil lines on cheeks, chin straps and vertical
streaks over head. Broken lines and spots on legs, rings on tail and spots on tummy. Medium wedge
with rounded contours, fair cheek bones, head correctly small in proportion to body. In profile gentle
curve from forehead to bridge of nose, slight concave curve to nose then straight to tip. Nice muzzle,
level bite and fair depth chin. Pronounced whisker pads. Slightly generous sized ears but follow the outer
contours of the head, wide at base and rounded at tips. Full, almond shaped eyes, large and correctly
slanted towards the base of the ear, pale to medium blue in colour. Not very keen on being handled.
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2 WATKINS'S MOWGRAINE TICKETY-BOO BEN n 34 22 M 24.9.15
Well grown six months old boy of good size and weight to medium body, long and muscular with medium
length, strong legs and large rounded paws. Good medium length tail, thick and even and rounded, dark
tip. Short to medium length coat, fairly dense, soft and luxurious in texture. AOC-Eyed Snow Spotted
Bengal of pale creamy body colour with well defined deep brown spotting. Clear ‘M’ on face, pencil lines
on cheeks, chin straps and vertical streaks over head. Broken lines and spots on legs, rings on tail and
spots on tummy. Medium wedge with rounded contours, high cheek bones and head correctly small in
proportion to body. Profile shows gentle curve from forehead to bridge of nose, but lacks slight concave
curve at eye line. A bit fine at muzzle, overshot bite (confirmed by Duty Vet), double upper canines at
present, firm, rounded chin. Medium sized ears following the outer contours of the head, wide at base
and rounded at tips. Full, almond shaped, green eyes, large and correctly slanted towards the base of
the ear. Nice natured.

SNOW SPOTTED BENGAL NEUTER
BOB GOODGER'S GRPR SOOSTEE ADAGIO FOR STRINGS BEN 24 33 MN 6.8.14
Large one and a half years old boy, well balanced with a large body, long, sleek and muscular with
proportionate length, strong legs and large rounded paws. Good length tail, thick and even and with a
rounded, dark tip. Short to medium length coat, some density, soft and luxurious in texture. Blue-Eyed
Snow Spotted Bengal of pale creamy body colour with deepish brown spots and rosettes. Clear ‘M’ on
face, pencil lines on cheeks, chin straps and vertical streaks over head. Broken lines and spots on legs,
rings on tail and spots on tummy. Excellent spotting, even broken down spine, some rosettes and
arrowheads. Medium wedge with rounded contours, I would prefer a little more definition to cheek bones
and breadth to top of head but head correctly small in proportion to body. In profile gentle curve from
forehead to bridge of nose, slight concave curve to nose then slightly long but straight to tip. Good
muzzle, level bite but slightly shallow chin. Pronounced whisker pads. Largish ears follow the outer
contours of the head, wide at base and rounded at tips. Full, almond shaped eyes, large and correctly
slanted towards the base of the ear, medium blue in colour. Lovely temperament.

TABBY POINT SIAMESE KITTEN MALE
1 & BOB MARSHALL-CLARKE'S STYPERSON JACK SPARROW SIA b 21 M 18.7.15
Chocolate Tabby Point Siamese boy of eight months of age, well grown and very interested in the
proceedings. Long well balanced head but lines of wedge show slight pinch and the muzzle is a trifle too
fine. Slight bony feel to back of head. Good width between large, wide at base ears, well set. In profile
slight flattening to forehead then virtually straight line to nose tip. Level bite but slightly shallow and
receding chin. Deep blue colour to eyes of oriental shape and set slanting down towards the nose. Long,
elegant and deceptively weighty, well muscled body with proportionate length, slender legs and oval
paws. Good length, tapering tail to balance body length. Coat is fairly short except along the spine line
where it is a trifle longer but close lying and of fine texture. Pale ivory body colour shows slight tonal
shading. I would prefer a warmer tone to the chocolate tabby points but they are well defined. Broken
bracelets on legs and rings on tail. Clear facial markings with ‘M’ on forehead, pencil lines on cheeks,
spots on whisker pads and thumb prints on ears. Lovely temperament.

TABBY POINT SIAMESE KITTEN FEMALE
1 Withheld 2 SANSOM'S SIAMAZING SWEETIE-PIE SIA n 21 F 24.8.15
Seven months old Seal Tabby Point Siamese girl. Long fine wedge just showing slight teething pinch in
the lines to a fine muzzle. In profile flattening to forehead then virtually straight line to tip. Unfortunately
she has a scissor bite (checked and confirmed by the Duty Vet), shallow receding chin. Large, low set,
wide at base ears with good width between. Deep blue eyes of slightly full almond shape rather than
oriental but do slant down towards the nose. Medium build to long, elegant body with proportionate long,
slim legs and neat oval paws. Nicely tapering tail needs a fraction more length to balance body length.
Coat is a bit long but close lying and of good fine texture. Cream body colour with a heavily ticked
appearance but tones with points colour. Clear deep brown facial markings with ’M’ on forehead and
ribbons across cheeks, spots on whisker pads and faint thumb prints on ears. Deep brown broken
stripes on legs, rings on tail virtually black in colour. Lovely temperament.

APRICOT POINT SIAMESE KITTEN
1 & BOB MILLAN'S ALDERSTAR INTERSTELLA SIA em M 16.10.15
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Apricot Point Siamese boy of five months of age. Nice straight lines to wedge finishing in a fine muzzle.
Profile line shows slight dip at eye line and then bump in line to tip. Level bite and fair depth chin. Good
width between low set ears which are large and wide at base. Slightly full rather than oriental shape to
eyes but set slanting down towards the nose. Bright blue colour to eyes but I would prefer a deeper
shade. Very good size and weight long and elegant body with a good firm feel. Proportionate length slim
legs and small oval paws. Nicely tapering tail needs more length to balance body. Coat is fairly short and
close lying and of excellent fine texture. Warm creamy white body colour and hot tone to apricot points of
mask, ears and tail, paler paws, some apricot colour to back of legs close to paws. Rings on tail. Lovely
temperament.

